October 20, 2016

Jump Now

When it comes to health care, too many Americans are like the frog who didn’t jump out of the water soon enough. They’ve been in there so long they don’t even remember what the right temperature of the water should be.

For example, who knows what real health insurance actually is? Who remembers when health insurance almost never got used because it was INSURANCE. It was not a way to pay every medical bill. It was there for the rare disaster. But today, because it’s no longer insurance, it costs an arm and a leg and those who pay the bills, the insurers and government, control medical decisions and limit choice of doctors. Isn’t it time to jump out of the hot water we’re in and back into real and affordable health insurance? Jump now.
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The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states:
Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH,
afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.